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Solutions to assignment 1

Exercise 1

Describe a linear time algorithm for decomposing an undirected graph into a collection of paths
and cycles. The output should be a sequence of arrays or linked lists that represent the paths
and cycles. Paths should be avoided: Only odd degree nodes are allowed to be endpoints of
a path. An odd degree node may be endpoint in at most one path. Each edge should appear
in exactly one path or cycle. Give sufficient detail of the representation of the graph and the
algorithm so that it becomes evident that your algorithm runs in time O(m + n).

Solution: The next procedure creates a sequence of linked lists L that represent the paths and
cycles in the given undirected graph with the set of nodes V and set of edges E. Operations on
L:

• L.newlist() – starts exploring a new path or cycle (allocates the memory for the new list),

• L.add front(e) – adds edge e at the beginning of currently being explored path or cycle,

• L.add end(e) – adds edge e at the end of currently being explored path or cycle.

Procedure PathCycleDecomposition()
L := ∅
for each s ∈ V do

if ∃e = (s, w) ∈ E : e is unmarked then

L.newlist() // start new cycle or path

v := s

while ∃ e = (v, w) ∈ E : e is unmarked do // walk from node s

mark e

L.add end(e)
v := w

v := s

while ∃ e = (v, w) ∈ E : e is unmarked do // walk from node s again

mark e

L.add front(e)
v := w

For this algorithm, the adjacency list graph representation is used. The marking of an edge
can just be the deletion of this edge from the adjacency lists. As a result, the search for an
unmarked edge runs in constant time. The algorithm makes n iterations to visit all the nodes.
During each iteration it traverses and inserts some edges to the solution list L. It never goes
through the same edge twice, hence the algorithm runs in time O(m + n) .



Exercise 2

1. Give a detailed description of an algorithm for DFS in a directed graph that runs in time
O(m + n). The algorithm should use the most compact adjacency array representation as
input. Its additional space consumption should be O(n), i.e., no additional information
“per edge” like edge markers can be stored.

Solution: Since the additional space consumption should be O(n) we cannot mark the
edges while traversing the graph. In adjacency array graph representation, the edges are
ordered. If the algorithm reads edges from left to right then instead of marking edges we
could use the additional array Current of size n to keep there the pointers to the position
from where the ”unread ” edges start . Thus, the pointers of the adjacency array and
the pointers of the additional array enclose the edges of a node.

for each s ∈ V do

Current[s] := V [s] // use adjacency array graph representation

for each s ∈ V do

if s is not marked then

mark s

S.push(s)
root(s)
while S 6= ∅ do

v := S.top()
if Current[v] < V [v+1] then // ∃ e = (v, w) ∈ E

w := E[Current[v]++] // advance the pointer and determine w

traverse(v, w)
if w is not marked then mark w; S.push(w)

else w:=S.pop(); backtrack(S.top(),w)

2. Modify the SCC algorithm in such a way that it computes component numbers, i.e., if
there are k SCCs it assigns numbers from 1..k to the nodes such that nodes in the same
SCC get the same number compNum(v). The component numbers should be topologically
sorted, i.e., if there is a path from u to v then compNum(u) ≤ compNum(v). Prove that
this property holds.

Solution: The difference between the normal SCC and the required one is that instead of
using nodes as component numbers while backtracking we mark component nodes with
the value of an integer counter that increments when a component is finished. The changes
are only in the backtracking procedure:

int comp cnt := 0 // component counter

Procedure backtrack(v, w)
if w = open.top() then

open.pop()
repeat

u := unfinished.pop()
component[u] := comp cnt

until u = v

comp cnt ++

After running DFS we get k components, the numbers of which are sorted in the reverse

topological order. To fix it we run the procedure Renumbering that reverses the compo-
nent numbers.



Procedure Renumbering()
for each s ∈ V do

component[s] := k - component[s]

Proof of the property (by contradiction): Assume there exists a path from v to u and
compNum(u) < compNum(v). Then two cases are possible:

(a) There exists a path from u to v. But according to our assumption there also exists
a path from v to u and hence these nodes belong to one single component and
compNum(u)=compNum(v). This is a contradiction.

(b) There is no path from u to v. Before closing v’s component the algorithm will traverse
all the tree-edges that have v as a root and close all the components made up by the
nodes of this tree. We assumed that there exists a path from v to u, hence, first, the
algorithm will traverse the tree with the root v and at a certain time it will reach
node u, then it will close u’s component and later it will finally get back to node v

and close the v’s component. But the fact that compNum(u) < compNum(v) means
that v’s component was closed before u’s component was closed. And we reach a
contradiction again.

Our assumption was wrong and there is no path from v to u or there is a path but
compNum(u) ≥ compNum(v).

Exercise 3

Suppose you are fed a sequence of many edges of a graph over a network link. You do not
have enough space to store all these edges. But you do have a few words of memory to store
some information with each node. Outline an algorithm that computes a spanning forest of the
graph. How fast can you make your algorithm. Can you achieve time O(m + n)?

Solution: If m ≤ n, we can just store all edges (as the required amount of memory is in O(n))
and compute a spanning forest with the help of DFS in O(m + n).

Otherwise (m > n), we read the first 2n edges E1 (again, the memory usage is in O(n)) and
compute a spanning forest (using DFS) of the corresponding subgraph (V,E1) in O(n). We
obtain at most n − 1 edges F1. Now, we read the next n edges E2 and compute a spanning
forest (V, F2) of (V, F1 ∪E2), which is also a spanning forest of (V,E1 ∪E2). After k = dm

n
e− 1

steps we obtain a spanning forest (V, Fk) of (V,
⋃

k

i=1
Ei) = (V,E). For each step, we need O(n)

time. Hence, we need altogether O(m) ⊂ O(m + n) time.

Alternatively, we can solve this problem in the following way with the help of a union-find data
structure, but we won’t achieve a linear time complexity.

Function spanningForest(E : Sequence of Edge) : Sequence of Edge
F := ∅
for each (u, v) ∈ E do

if find(u) 6= find(v) then

union(find(u), find(v))
F := F ∪ {(u, v)}

return F

In order to do so, we only need to store for each node a link to the parent and for each canonical
node of a set (= root of a tree) the size of the corresponding set (or, alternatively, the height of
the corresponding tree). Thus, the size of the union-find data structure depends only linearly
on the number of nodes (and not on the number of edges).



If we use a union-by-rank strategy and path compression, m union-find operations on an n-
element set take O(mα(m,n)+n) time1, where α is the inverse Ackerman function, which grows
very slowly and is less than 5 for all practical purposes. However, this is not O(m + n) and
Tarjan2 showed that O(mα(m,n) + n) is a lower bound on a restricted model of computation.

Exercise 4

1. Show that DFS of an undirected graph cannot encounter any cross edges.

Solution: Assume that there is a cross edge (v, w), i.e., w marked, w ≺ v, w 6∈ S. That
means that w has already been visited (w marked) and all outgoing edges of w have
been processed (w has left S). Particularly, the edge (w, v) (which exists as the graph is
undirected) has been processed. At that time, the node v was not marked. So (w, v) has
become a tree edge. Obviously, this is a contradiction because then the edge (v, w) has to
be a back edge as w lies on the path from the root to v.

2. The classification of edges into forward, backward, cross, and tree edges that we know
from DFS also makes sense for BFS. Show that BFS will not produce any forward edges.

Solution: Assume that there is a forward edge (v, w), i.e., there is already a path of at
least 2 tree edges from v to w. As BFS always produces shortest paths (in unweighted
graphs), the distance from v to w has to be at least 2. This is a contradiction because
obviously, the distance from v to w is 1 as there is an edge (v, w) (which would be selected
as tree edge).

3. Suppose you attempt to translate our SCC algorithm based on DFS into an analogous
algorithm based on BFS. What goes wrong. Give an example where the algorithm must
produce the wrong output.

Solution: The correctness of the SCC algorithm bases on the fact that all nodes that belong
to one cycle form a sequence without gaps in the unfinished stack. This is important
because when a back edge appears, all nodes from the top to the target node of the back
edge are assigned to the same SCC. This condition is always fulfilled when DFS is used,
but there are counter-examples when BFS is used. Figure 1 represents a graph with two
strongly connected components {2, 4, 6} and {3, 5, 7}, but the algorithm would return only
one SCC, namely {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.

1R. Tarjan. Efficiency of a good but not linear set union algorithm. J. ACM, 22:215-225,1975
2R. Tarjan. A class of algorithms which require non-linear time to maintain disjoint sets. J. Computer and

System Sciences, 18:110-127, 1979
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Figure 1: counter-example for the SCC algorithm based on BFS


